
The Noble Beast Dog Training

Puppy Class Week 4

Instructor: Jessica Fritschi LVT, CDBC, CPDT-KA

Contact: noblebeasttraining@gmail.com

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/noblebeastk9training/

Charging the Clicker

Name Game/Baby Recall Step 2

You have spent the last few weeks pairing your dog’s name with following you for food. It’s time to ask

your dog to look and move toward you without the lure of the food. This means you will not have food in

your hand when you call your dog’s name, but you will still feed (reward) them when they respond!

Call your dog’s name. When they turn to look to you or move toward you, mark the behavior and deliver

the food at your feet.

Down

Behavior: Dog lays in sternal recumbency (abdomen, chest, and elbows are touching the ground) from a

sit or stand position. 
Verbal Cue: Down 
Dog should be in a sit position. Hold a food lure between your fingertips. Stick your food lure right in

front of her nose. Once she is focused on the treat move it in a 90 degree angle (straight down) to the

floor. Then slowly move the treat towards you. Keyword here is SLOWLY! Move to fast and she will stand

up to try to keep up with her treat! Once her elbows have touched the ground, mark and reward the

behavior.

Magic Mat Step 2

Handling Exercise: Accept Grooming

Behavior: Dog accepts handling with grooming tools (brush, nail clippers, ear cleaner)

Verbal Cue: Wait or Hold Still if you want to say something. Otherwise a cue is not really necessary

Before husbandry care can actually take place, it is important to teach your puppy how to “hold still” and

accept the grooming tools. This means handling the part of the body where grooming will take place,

then introducing the grooming tool to that body part. Follow these steps:

● Gently touch or hold the body part you will be working on (foot for nails, ear for cleaning, other

body part for brushing)

● Mark and reward the dog for holding still / allowing the handling

● Repeat, this time add the introduction of the grooming tool toward/touching the body part

● Mark and reward the dog for holding still

● Repeat each step until your puppy is very comfortable with allowing the grooming tool to move

toward / touch them

If your dog pulls or backs away from the grooming tool at any time, simply back up a step and repeat

there before trying again.
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Problem Prevention: Jumping up

A perfect time to practice a no jumping behavior is when your puppy is small and is not knocking anyone

over yet! The key to generalizing this behavior with all types of people that your pup meets is

CONSISTENCY. It is very hard for people to resist an adorable puppy and you may have many people

asking you if they can greet and pet them. We definitely want our puppies to be meeting lots of new

people and creating positive associations with them, but we also want them to be learning manners at

the same time! If someone asks to pet your puppy, make sure you are prepared to reward the pup for

four paws on the ground. You might even put a few treats on the ground for the puppy to focus on so

they are not so tempted to jump up at their new friend’s face! If your puppy does jump up, ask the

friendly stranger politely to stop petting and gently get all four of your pup's feet back onto the ground.

Start over and get some treats on the ground. If your puppy is just so excited to meet someone new that

they cannot focus on anything else but jumping up, then simply end the greeting session and try again

with the next friendly stranger.


